INTRODUCTION

The PrimaPure™ Rat Cardiac Fibroblast Growth Supplement is used to produce the complete PrimaPure™ Rat Cardiac Fibroblast Growth Medium when added to PrimaPure™ Rat Cardiac Fibroblast Basal Medium.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

I. Procedure for Preparing Growth Medium:

1. Thaw the bottle of Growth Supplement in a refrigerator overnight. Make sure the cap of the bottle is tightly closed.
2. Remove the Basal Medium and Growth Supplements from the refrigerator and wipe the outside of the bottles and vials dry.
3. Disinfect the outside of the bottles and vial by wiping with 70% alcohol.
4. There is no need to be alarmed if there are precipitates present at the bottom of the bottle after thawing.
5. Swirl the Basal Medium to ensure a homogenous solution. If there are still some precipitates, shake the medium vigorously for 30 seconds.
6. Swirl Growth Supplement bottle gently to mix the solution. Do not shake hard which could cause the supplement to foam.
7. In a Class II Biological Cabinet, aseptically open the supplement bottle and add the entire amount of Growth Supplement to the Basal Medium.
8. Rinse the supplement bottle with the medium and add to the medium.
9. Close the cap tightly and swirl the bottle gently to ensure a completely homogenous Growth Medium.
10. Place the growth medium label provided over the basal medium label.

Quality Control: Each lot was tested for the ability to promote plating, spreading, and proliferation of rat endothelial cells in culture. Product was tested negative for bacteria, yeast and fungi.

LICENSE

The purchase price paid for the PrimaPure™ cells and reagents grants end users a non-transferable, non-exclusive license to use the kit and/or its components for internal research use only as described in this manual; in particular, research use only excludes and without limitation, resale, repackaging, or use for the making or selling of any commercial product or service without the written approval of Genlantis. Separate licenses are available for non-research use or applications. The PrimaPure™ cells and reagents are not to be used for human diagnostic or included/used in any drug intended for human use. Care and attention should be exercised in handling the product by following appropriate research lab practices.

Purchasers may refuse this license by returning the enclosed materials unused. By keeping or using the enclosed materials, you agree to be bound by the terms of this license. The laws of the State of California shall govern the interpretation and enforcement of the terms of this license.